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Abstract. Improving both the quantity and quality of existing data is placed at the
centre of research for adaptive micro open learning. To cover this research gap, our work
targets on the current scarcity of both data and rules that represent open learning activities.
An evolutionary rule generator is constructed, which consists of an outer loop and an
inner loop. The outer loop runs a genetic algorithm to produce association rules that can
be effective in the micro open learning scenario from a small amount of available data
sources；while the inner loop optimizes generated candidates by taking into account both
rare and negative association rules.
These optimized rules are further applied in refining and augmenting data denoting
learners’ behaviours in open learning into a low-dimensional, descriptive and
interpretable form. The performance of rule discovery and data processing have been
empirically evaluated using genuine open learning data.
Practitioner Notes
What is already known for about this topic:
• The rise of OERs gains large popularity in the entire higher and adult education sector,
and these emerging learning paradigms have attracted many researchers’ attention from
educational, social and computational views.
• Consuming OERs in a micro learning mode conforms to the characteristic of the
modern e-society where mobile and pervasive computing becomes dominant.
• As an emerging educational phenomenon, micro learning is more user-centric and
requires different learning schedules from on-campus learning or even standard elearning and m-learning.
• The combination of artificial intelligence (AI) and online/mobile learning has been
widely researched to boost the personalized learning resource recommendation and
adaptation, however, mature products have been rarely found in the educational area,
especially the delivery of micro OERs.
• This situation can be attributed to that AI is naturally data-hungry while the availability,
readiness and quality of educational, especially micro open learning, data, remain
unsatisfactory.
What this paper adds:
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• The efforts of adopting AI-empowered computation have been extended into the micro
open learning scenario.
• This study provides an evolutionary approach to extracting meaningful association
rules out of a small amount of chaotic open learning data, as well as generating rules
which cannot be easily discovered from existing data straightforward.
• By applying such rules, the scarcity and sparsity of data for AI-empowered educational
computation have been significantly improved by refinement and augmentation.
Implications for practice and/policy
• This study further assists the construction of delivery mechanism for adaptive micro
open learning.
• This study provides thoughts on whether and how the micro learning can act as a
replacement or barely complementary mode to the traditional learning in blocks of
time.

1 Introduction
In the ever-changing e-society, the way how people get access to and consume learning
resources varies significantly from its traditional mode. The fast-paced lifestyle and wide
use of mobile devices have brought in the phenomenal trend of micro learning, which
becomes more and more popular in the most recent quadrennium. It usually sees that the
learning activities are carried out on-the-move within small, or, in other words,
fragmented time pieces. This novel learning trend has been spread into the emerging open
learning as well. That is to say, the overall temporal distribution in accessing an open
educational resource (OER) is often reflected in an intermittent manner, while the length
of each segment of time is notably shorter than fifteen minutes. Many previous works
demonstrated that leveraging micro learning had advantages on knowledge retention and
reproduction (Dessi et al., 2019) (Souza & Amaral, 2014)(Sun et al. 2018).
In the scenario of micro open learning, OERs are delivered in pre-defined ‘micro’
activities and interactions to help learners acquire knowledge without information
overload. It is also believed that learners can make better use of their fragmented time
pieces, and further conduct effective time management, through the micro learning mode.
For this reason, the researchers’ and practitioners’ focus on micro learning evolves
from merely supporting its routine operation and provision to running it smartly and
delivering it by lifting the power of artificial intelligence (AI).
In this paper, we will introduce a novel approach to tackle the data refinement and
augmentation challenge by using association rules discovered and produced from both
frequent and infrequent itemsets. This paper will focus on how to extract and generate
rules out of chaotic open learning data. This is done to further assist the construction of
the delivery mechanism for adaptive micro open learning. The rule generator will be built
and optimized based on a nested Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) approach.

2 Background
2.1 Micro Learning on Open Educational Resources
Generally micro learning refers to learning activities or educational settings that cover
a time span from a few seconds to up to 15 minutes. In the contemporary mobile/web
society, micro learning pertains to small pieces of knowledge units based on web
2
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resources (Kovachev et al., 2011). Comparing to the traditional e-learning in blocks of
time, micro learning features high flexibility that can be delivered in various forms, has
less time limitation, and requires less effort from individual sessions (Sun et al., 2018)
(Sun et al., 2017). In other words, micro learning can be started anytime, whereas it may
also be terminated at anytime.
The combination of micro learning and OERs has brought in great opportunities for
providers, instructors and learners to take part in the evolution of knowledge delivery.
From the instructors’ perspective, learning and development teams recognize the value in
micro learning on account of:
• Its ability to engage the learners across profiles, which is today’s multi-generational
workforce.
• Its ability to provide a sticky learning experience.
• Its high completion rates in individual learning units.
• Its capability to push acquired learning to the application on the job.
• Its concept of learning paths or learning journeys that can help learners gain proficiency
as well as trigger the required behavioural change.
• Its innate strength to offset the “forgetting curve” and convert it to the “retention curve”
through ongoing reinforcements.
Researchers are enthusiastic to determine the potential factors that drive learning and
to maximize the positive influence of micro learning on the learning experience. The
deployment of rich, colourful and multi-mediated micro learning resources has been
initialized alongside the large-scale development of cloud-based services, which aims to
provide mobile learners affordable, efficient, continuous and stable micro learning service
(Zheng et al. 2019).
2.2 Artificial Intelligence and Data Analytics in Micro Learning
The term artificial intelligence (AI) has been frequently discussed with the latest trend
of education development for years (Kilani, Alhijawi & Alsarhan, 2018).Appreciable
efforts have been put into the combination of AI and education to examine in which way
and to what extent the machine-operated intelligence can promote the current delivery of
personalized learning resources. Researchers and practitioners are striving to organize
personalized learning environments (PLE). This is done so that they can engage learners
in open online learning to get ahead of the curve enjoying the real benefits, rather than
getting stuck in the exaggeratedly promised jargon.
As many previous studies have maintained, micro learning will capitalize on AI and
data analytics to offer tailored support, adaptive learning resources and more advanced
learning paths. Furthermore, the capability of AI-empowered micro learning to offer
recommendations to learners will ensure that they come back for more learning activities
even after completing the prescribed training. It is naturally anticipated that the effort on
AI-empowered education can be inherited to the micro open learning research to meet
learners’ dynamic and personalized demands. Meanwhile, challenges are also brought to
them on how to establish knowledge bases to re-posit the rules that reflect relationships
among situations aforementioned.
2.3 Pilot Study and Association Rule Mining in Educational Data Mining & Learning

Analytics
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2.3.1 Association Rules for Micro Learning
As one of the most well-studied data mining technique, association rule mining
(ARM) has been extensively applied in the extraction of frequent patterns. Related works
are often seen in the education field, where association rules existing in online learning
commonly refer to the regulation and patterns of how learning content and activities may
appear together (Garcia et al., 2011) (Luna et al., 2015). Generally, it is believed that the
use of association rules is crucial in the evidence-based decision-making process of
recommendation and adaptation (Sikka, Dhankhar & Rana, 2012).
Our previous work (Sun et al., 2018) presented the architecture of a service-oriented
system, Micro Learning as a Service (MLaaS), which aims at constructing a personalized
learning environment (PLE) for individual learners over mobile internet. This intelligent
micro open learning Software as a Service (SaaS) adapts learners with micro OERs in
terms of their personal demands and with regards to the variation of learning context.
In MLaaS, a projected Educational Data Mining (EDM) and Learning Analytics (LA)
process aim to convert raw data derived from MOOC platforms and LMSs of OERs into
useful information that can be effectively utilized by educational developers, instructors
and researchers (Romero & Ventura, 2010). The EDM and LA run on the strength of a
knowledge base, which hosts the aggregation of association rules that describes the
correlation between micro OERs and the reflection that can be mapped from learner
behaviours to OER usages. The working principle of this knowledge base is that, when a
learning activity launches in MLaaS, a compound transaction is generated corresponding
with it, which can be represented as a three tuple-set (Sun et al. 2018):
{Learner, MicroOER, Association}
Where the association shows the learner’s properties against the micro OER. Simply,
the set of association rules that are of interests can be represented in the following form
(Sun et al. 2018) :
{LearnerProfile, MicroOERProfile}→{Association}
The discovery for the Association is operated throughout the entire computation
process, by employing rule mining and learner clustering techniques. Furthermore, the
Association in the compound transaction can be further represented as: Association=
{Rule 1, Rule 2, Rule 3, Rule 4…..Rule k}, where each rule appears with a weight to denote
its significance.
The ultimate purpose of ARM is to generate machine-understandable knowledge that
can further give rise to segmentation of non-micro learning OERs into chunks with much
shorter time length.
2.3.2 Association Rule and Confidence-Support Framework
In this study, a n association rule is represented in the form A→B, in which A and B
are disjointed itemsets, namely they do not have any item in common. An itemset is
defined as either 1): a set of learning activities carried out in the open learning scenario,
in which an item is defined as a learning activity consisting of a number of OERs that
have been accessed during it, or 2): a set of learning resources and attributes with values.
Let A∪B⊆ T and A∩B = ∅. T ⊆I. T depicts the set of transactions (i.e., learning
activities in the micro open learning scenario). I represents the entire data source. The
association rules are literally explained in the form of IF-THEN. The intuitive meaning
of an association rule between the antecedent A and consequent B is： IF A occurs,
4
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THEN B is also likely to occur. Hence, the strength of an association rule can be
understood as the probability of the co-occurrence between A and B, which is measured
in terms of Support and Confidence. They are defined in terms of the equation (1) and (2),
respectively
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐴 → 𝐵) =

|{𝐴∪𝐵⊆𝑇,𝑇 ∈𝐼}|
|𝐼|

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝐴 → 𝐵) =

|{𝐴∪𝐵⊆𝑇,𝑇 ∈𝐼}|
|𝐴|

(1)
(2)

Consequently, if the Support of a specific item is lower than the minimum frequent
Support but greater than or equal to the minimum infrequent Support threshold, that item
is defined as a rare item (Das, 2015).
2.4 Research Statement
2.4.1 Research Motivation
As investigated in our pilot studies (Lin et al., 2019)(Lin et al., 2019), the unsatisfactory
availability, readiness and quality of existing educational data, especially for micro open
learning, considerably put off the lift of implementation of data-hungry AI into the current
micro OER delivery. Consequently, improving both the quantity and quality of existing
data is placed at the central of research of adaptive micro open learning. To ensure the
trade-off between accuracy and interpretability, the refinement and augmentation of data
highly rely on association rules that appear alongside the learning activities proceed
(Antonelli et al., 2016). For the similar reason of the data shortage, unfortunately, the
current demand for constructing recommendation and adaptation models to drive the
personalized micro OER delivery cannot be met by sorely adopting well-discovered and
human-crafted rules off the shelf (Klasnja-Milicevic, Ivanovic & Nanopoulos, 2015).
To a greater extent, rare association rules (RARs), which only occur infrequently but
are highly associated with very specific data, can also reflect useful and interesting
patterns that can play roles in enhancing learning experience and performance. Finding
negative patterns could be another way to optimize the micro open learning from an
opposite view. Distinguished by their low Support, the huge number of infrequent items
can generate a larger number of negative rules with high Confidence than positive rules.
The negative association rules (NARs) can be potentially important, even though they are
not discoverable from frequent itemsets (Mahmood, Shahbaz & Guergachi, 2014).
This situation hence motivates us to organize a study that looks into the depth of how
to effectively refine and augment currently scarce data to benefit the analytics of micro
learning. This is realized by making use of produced effective rules that can play key roles
in the recommendation and adaptation process of the micro open learning resource
delivery.
2.4.2 Research Challenge
In ARM algorithms, the minimum Support and Confidence thresholds are the basic
measures employed to find attractive rules (Garcia et al. 2011)( Romero & Ventura, 2010).
Despite the fact that most studies on ARM are based on the Support-Confidence
framework, it is infeasible to identify and select interesting associations between patterns
out of numerous application domains by sorely adopting these two measures.
Notably, because potentially interesting infrequent itemsets are discarded in the
5
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discovery process a priori by the definition of the association rules, a considerable amount
of RARs were congenitally ignored in most previous e-learning researches (Kong, Jong
& Ryang, 2016). However, the RARs can reveal information about learners’ unusual
behaviours regarding the learning achievement.
How to set the minimum threshold of Support is always the key challenge in the real
application in educational scenarios. Particularly, in micro open learning, instructors or
the service-oriented system (e.g., MLaaS) is responsible for identifying the students
potentially at risk. This minority normally requires extra assistance or instructors’
intervention (Hoque, Nath & D.K.Bhattacharyya, 2012). The value of minimum Support
is set too high or too low can cause omission or combinatorial explosion of rules
(R.U.Kiran & P.K.Reddy, 2010). To address this issue multiple minimum Support values
were employed in (Hu & Chen, 2006) but it still suffers from the same problem and also
dropped some uninteresting rules.
Provided with the three major conditions (i.e., over open education resources, in
mobile spaces and fragmented time pieces), the regular micro open learning behaviours
differ from that often occur in traditional learning in blocks of time. One of the crucial
research challenges is to define whether the learning behaviours that appear in the brandnew online learning scenario with the three major conditions are abnormal or unusual. In
other words, a new mechanism is needed to setup to look after the rules that are rare in
traditional ways while could be effective in the micro open learning instead.
It remains questionable whether and how the rules extracted from other related fields,
for example, online private learning (i.e., non-open), or open learning in blocks of time
(i.e. non-micro) can be migrated into the micro open learning scenario.
To the best of our knowledge, very few researches have targeted improving the data
readiness and quality in the scenario of micro open learning, as well as little attention has
been put on the discovery and generation of association rules in this area. It would be
fascinating to take existing rules as raw materials to produce more rules to meet the
computational demand.

3 Association Rule Discovery and Generation in Adaptive Micro
Learning
3.1 Interesting Rules in Micro Learning
Based on the comprehensive learner model provided in (Sun et al., 2015), in addition
to the general information of mobile learning, such as location, time slot, device condition
and so on, it is even more essential to investigate numerous patterns that can reflect the
experience of micro open learning and depict the corresponding learning scenario. These
patterns were usually abnormal or unusual in traditional e-/m-learning.
Such investigation aims to identify whether they are specific in micro open learning
and, if so, how the discovered association rules can reveal the extent of such observations
(Schneegass et al., 2018).
In particular, the quality of the experience and outcome of an ongoing micro open
learning activity highly relies on the following features, which are generally not exposed
to the instructors by current support techniques and decision-making mechanisms
(Schneegass et al., 2018). Meanwhile, how to transfer the description of such fuzzy extent
into machine-understandable rules is fascinating. Typical topics include:
• How the noise level of the surroundings can affect the learning intention.
6
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the user’s learning company in the situation?
Is the user situated in a public or private setting?
Is this learner in an instructor-led or self-paced learning mode at the real-time?
Is the user performing additional activities during learning?
How the user’s stress level can affect his/her learning?
How the user’s distraction level can affect his/her learning?
Eventually, the discovered rules and their derivatives are to inspect whether and how
the micro learning can act as a replacement or barely complementary mode to the
traditional learning in blocks of time.
3.2 Association Rules for Micro Learning
3.1.1 Class Association Rule and Learning Styles
Known as a special category of the association rule, the class association rule (CAR)
Zhang et al. (2019) describe an implicative co-occurring relationship between a set of
items and a unique predetermined target its consequent, namely the class (Luna et al.,
2015). By this means, the target-constrained CAR can play key roles in identifying
learning styles at different levels as well by taking learning style as the predetermined
target (Jeyakumar & Sreenath, 2018)(Luna et al., 2015).
3.1.2 Rare Association Rules and Rare Itemsets
In terms of the definition of RAR, a rare rule r is defined as a special category of
association rule using the Support -Confidence framework, where Support(r) <minimum
Support (i.e. the minimum Support threshold), and Confidence (r) >= minimum
Confidence (i.e. the minimum Confidence threshold). By this means, RARs are usually
required to satisfy a user-specified minimum Support and a user-specified minimum
Confidence at the same time. As discussed in the Section 2.4.2, in micro open learning,
the provider and instructor are anticipated to take charge of setting the value of minimum
Support and Confidence (Tsang, Koh & Dobbie, 2013).
However, it is notable that, not as its name implies, a rare itemset does not solely
consist of rare items. Thereafter, we can further differentiate rare itemsets into following
types (Tsang, Koh & Dobbie, 2013)(Das, 2015):
• An item set is defined as a maximal frequent itemset (MFI) if it is frequent but all its
proper supersets are rare.
• An itemset is defined as a minimal rare item set (MRI) if it is rare but all its proper
subsets are frequent.
• An itemset X is a (minimal or key) generator if it has no proper subset with the same
Support (for all Y which is a subset of X, Support (X)< Support (Y).
• A minimal zero generators (MZG) is a zero itemset whose proper subsets are all nonzero itemsets.
3.1.3 Interestingness
Provided that a RAR has been discovered, whether it should be kept or rejected depends
on its Interestingness, which is wise to be inspected in a second-round once the
association rules have been extracted. In previous studies, Cosine, Lift and Added Value
were adopted in association rule discovery (Merceron & Yacef, 2008).
Arguably, according to the work of Merceron & Yacef (2008), for educational
datasets the Cosine value is better suited in measuring how much extracted association
7
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rules are related to each other than Lift and Added Value. However, the implication of
Lift can find very strong associations for less frequent items. Therefore, the Lift is adopted
as the index to measure the Interestingness in the micro learning scenario.
The Lift of a rule is defined as：
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐴 → 𝐵) = 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝐴 → 𝐵) =

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐴→𝐵)
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐵)

(3)

Normally an association rule can be claimed as ‘interesting’ if its Confidence value
overpasses its consequent’s Support value.
3.1.4 Comprehensibility
The measure of Comprehensibility determines the significance of a rule based on the
number of items presented in both the antecedent and consequent domains (Aher & Lobo,
2013)( Hoque, Nath & Bhattacharyya, 2012) (Sikka, Dhankhar & Rana, 2012), which can
be represented as:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐴 → 𝐵) =

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1+|𝐵|)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1+|𝐴∪𝐵|)

(4)

3.1.5 Negative Association Rules
It is essential to clarify the boundary between a NAR and a RAR (Kong, Jong &
Ryang, 2016). A negative item, which is also named non-present item (Das, 2015), is
defined as a learning activity absent from the present activity set T. The negative
association between two itemset A and B are denoted as ￢A→B, A→￢B and ￢A→￢
B, where the antecedent A and/or consequent B contain(s) at least one negative item,
where A⊆I, B⊆I, and A∩B = ∅.

4 . Data Refinement and Augmentation with Evolutionary Rule
Generator
In this section, we explain how a rule generator is built using an evolutionary
algorithm (EA) based approach. A comparatively small amount of behavioural data
collected from open learning usage is examined to explore association rules represented
as itemset pairs with IF-THEN conditions. Herein, the EA consists of two loops, the
outer loop is realized by a genetic algorithm (GA), and for the mutation process in the
outer loop of EA, an additional inner loop is set to mutate individuals (i.e., solutions) by
taking into account RARs and NARs. The inner loop is realized by an artificial bee colony
algorithm (ABC), which blends in the data augmentation in the reproduction of rules
towards better fitness (Das, 2015).
4.1 Encoding of methods
In the outer loop of EA, the proposed GA-based rule generation is initialized with a
population of simple individuals (chromosomes). By comparing the two most-studied
approaches of encoding solutions, namely the Michigan and Pittsburgh approach (Sikka,
Dhankhar & Rana, 2012), the Michigan approach is employed by encoding a single rule
in an individual rather than a batch of rules. Each encoded individual, as shown in Figure.
1, consists of an antecedent section and a consequent section. Both of them are the
conjunctions of conditions on the values of predictive attribute, and in a length of n. Given
they are disjunct, the (positive items in antecedent)∩(positive items in consequent)= ∅.
Containing negative items in each section is allowed, namely 1 or more amongst the n
predictive attributes could be null.
8
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The candidate solutions come from two origins. First, the standard data mining
algorithm, such as the Apriori algorithm can contribute association rules from frequent
items (Kumar & K.V.Rukmani, 2010)(Romero & Ventura, 2010). Because of the
unsatisfactory volume of readily available data in the education field, the outcome from
this mining process is insufficient. Secondly, and also as one major contribution of this
study, human-crafted rules from domain experts are employed in the production of new
rules. This is capable of refining generated rules complying with their original forms
while resembling the well-established human-crafted rules.

Figure. 1. The encoding of an individual.

4.2 The Outer Loop: Genetic Algorithm for Interesting Rule Generation
After the encoding process, the GA is applied to run a multi-objective processing to
extract interesting association rules from both frequent and rare itemsets. The Algorithm
1 illustrates the process of GA operation, in which the fitness of each individual, Oi, is
evaluated using the equation (5):
𝜃𝑖 =

𝑤1∗𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑂𝑖 )+𝑤2∗𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓(𝑂𝑖 )+𝑤3∗𝐼𝑛𝑡(𝑂𝑖 )+𝑤4∗𝐶𝑜𝑚(𝑂𝑖 )
(𝑤1+𝑤2+𝑤3+𝑤4)

(5)

where the Sup abbreviated for Support, Conf abbreviated for Confidence, Int
abbreviated for Interesting and Com abbreviated for Comprehensibility are all on the radar
of the fitness function, and W1, W2, W3 and W4 are weights for these four measures,
sequentially (Al-Maqaleh, 2013). The value of θ falls in the range of [0, 1] subject to
normalization. The entire population is sorted by descending fitness values. The
probability of an individual which would be selected is positively correlated to its fitness
value. Pseudo codes in Algorithm 1 describes the working principle of GA.
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Algorithm1 Genetic Algorithm for Association Rule Generation
Use the entire dataset and Minimum Support to generate frequent/rare
itemsets
Encode Individuals using Michigan Approach
Select individuals from the entire population using proposed probability
Use selected individuals as ancestors to produce offspring by crossover
and mutation
While the termination condition not reached
For each offspring OiO
Randomly choose two individuals at random and compare their fitness
Use the individual with better fitness to produce offspring by crossover
and mutation
#the mutation process will be introduced in the subsequent section
The offspring is trained and evaluated using the fitness function
#Support Confidence, Interestingness and Comprehensibility
The offspring is put into the population to replace individual with worse
fitness and become the ancestor
End for
End while
Output generated association rules

4.3 The Inner Loop: An Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm for GA Mutation
In order to avoid pre-defining too many minimum Support values by the education
provider or instructor, the RAR are discovered from building closures for MRIs. The
process of RAR mining is illustrated in the Algorithm 2.

10
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Subsequently, the operation of Algorithm 3 looks for the NAR existing in the data
source of learning activities (Chu, Tseng & Liang, 2009).
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Algorithm3 Discovery of Negative Association Rules
Use the entire dataset and Minimum Support to generate frequent/rare itemsets
For each frequent itemset Fi
For each X∪Y⊆ Fi and X∩Y=∅
If Confidence(X→Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(X→Y)≥1
Output the rule X→Y, record it as a positive association rule
Else
If Confidence(X→￢Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(X→￢Y)≥1
Output the rule X→￢Y, record it as a negative association rule
If Confidence(￢X→Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(￢X→Y)≥1
Output the rule ￢X→Y, record it as a negative association rule
If Confidence(￢X→￢Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(￢X→￢Y)≥1
Output the rule ￢X→￢Y, record it as a negative association rule
End For
End For
For each rare itemset Ri
For each X∪Y⊆ Ri, X∩Y=∅, and the Support(X) ≥Minimum Support, Support(Y)
≥Minimum Support
If Confidence(X→Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(X→Y)≥1
Output the rule X→Y, record it as a positive association rule
Else
If Confidence(X→￢Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(X→￢Y)≥1
Output the rule X→￢Y, record it as a negative association rule
If Confidence(￢X→Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(￢X→Y)≥1
Output the rule ￢X→Y, record it as a negative association rule
If Confidence(￢X→￢Y)≥Minimum Confidence && Lift(￢X→￢Y)≥1
Output the rule ￢X→￢Y, record it as a negative association rule
End For
End For
Output positive and negative association rules

Having identified proper RARs and NARs, an ABC algorithm is proposed to combine
these infrequent rules to let individuals grow towards better fitness. It adopts a
neighbourhood search to reduce the computational complexity than GA (Jingle & Celin,
2018).
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Algorithm4 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm: Use rare association
rule and negative association rule to augment existing solutions
Scan all offspring generated in the crossover process of Algorithm 1
For each offspring Oi
Check if Oi contains MRI MFI, MZG, and so on
If Oi contains MRI
Use rare association rules generated from Algorithm 2 to produce its closure
Ci
Else
If Oi contains negative items (i.e., learning activities absent from T)
Use negative association rules generated from Algorithm 3 to produce its
augmented itemset Ai.
Evaluation the fitness of Ci or Ai using equation(6)
If the fitness is satisfactory
Add O Ci or Ai as the initial solutions #food sources
Generate offspring by flipping items in Ci or Ai using the
equation(7)#employed bee phase
#flip positive item to negative and vice versa
Replace older offspring with optimized one with better fitness
e

#set NOi as NOi
While the termination condition not reached
Pick new solutions using probability as defined in equation(8)
#onlooker bee phase
Generate offspring by flip items in Ci or Ai using the equation(7)
Evaluate fitness for new offspring
Replace older offspring with optimized one with better fitness
If the fitness is not improved for a pre-set times
Generate offspring use equation(9)
#scout bee phase
Evaluate fitness for new offspring
Replace older offspring with optimized one with better fitness
s

#set NOi as NOi
End if
End While
Apply new NOi as mutated individuals for Algorithm 1

The quality evaluation for the candidate offspring generated in employed bee phase and
onlooker phases of the ABC is realized by another fitness function, as defined in equation
(6)
𝛿𝑖 =

1
1+𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝐶𝑖 )∗𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓(𝐶𝑖 )∗𝐼𝑛𝑡((𝐶𝑖 ))∗𝐶𝑜𝑚(𝐶𝑖 )

(6)

The equation (7) is the way to obtain a new solution NOi’ for an individual, Ci, which
is obtained after crossover in Algorithm 1.
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑂𝑖e = 𝐶𝑖 + (𝐶𝑖

− 𝐶𝑖 )𝜑𝑖

optimal
i

(7)

where the C
is the optimal position of the food source at present. φ is a randomly
selected constant in the range of [-1, 1]. Please note Ci is used as the example in the
equation while the principle of computation is the same for Ai.
For onlookers, the probability of selecting a food source out of candidates is calculated
by the equation (8):
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𝛿

𝑃𝑖 = ∑𝑁 𝑖

𝑖=1 𝛿𝑖

(8)

where i∈{1,2….N}, N is the size of the population.
For scouts, the way to randomly find a new food source is according to the equation
(9):
𝑁𝑂𝑖s = 𝐶𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(0,1)(𝐶𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐶𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
(9)
where C
and C
are the upper and lower limit of the neighbourhood search,
respectively, rand(0,1) is a random numeric value between 0 and 1.
By producing knowledge presentation in the form of A→B, the Algorithms 1-4 can
also take charge of the generation of CAR. This bears a similar working principle where
A is a conjunction of predictive values yet B is a predicted class instead of a rule.
max
i

min
i

4.4 Feature Generation
Different from the data refinement applied in Algorithm 1 and data augmentation
applied in Algorithm 4, making use of the nested evolutionary rule generator can produce
data with better quality so as to further push the boundary of pervasive, especially micro,
learning.
A learner l’s profile is denoted by a vector and his/her learning style is firstly identified
through the CAR-based approach to activate the feature generation. Association rules fall
in the domain of such learning style are set out.
For the second step, the selected rules are consequently applied to produce a set of
refined behavioural features with values or predict complementary features with values
for each learner (Lan et al., 2017). The second step starts with an empty set of features in
each vector. In the commencement of iteration, the rules with the best fitness for the
premier learning style are examined and adopted to add the first feature. The selected
rules connect a candidate feature to be accepted or rejected into the construction of the
vector; if the feature is accepted, by referencing rules again the existing value will be kept
or a new value will be predicted to join each accepted feature as a full pair.
The exponential growth of computational complexity would be too high to try all
possible feature-value pairs. Hence, this feature generation approach is heuristic and
greedy, for which if a new feature-value pair is added into the vector which represents a
learner’s profile, it will not be amended or removed via backtracking.
The second feature-value pair and subsequent are added into the vector in the same
fashion until the termination condition is met.
The refined and augmented data are iteratively fed into the AI-based LA and decisionmaking applications to (re)construct and polish the establishment of intelligent delivery
mechanism of adaptive micro OERs.

5 Empirical Study
We adopted a structured data set from the Harvard DataVerse1 (Canvas Network,
2016) and a MITx dataset from Kaggle2, which recorded a total amount of 325,199 deidentified transactions of students’ performance in undergraduate level open online
courses. Human-crafted rules were borrowed from Luna et al. (2015).
5.1 Experiment Setting

1
2

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/1XORAL
https://www.kaggle.com/chellaindu/mooc-dataset/data
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Firstly, candidate solutions for association rules were encoded in a computer
understandable mode. Taking the learning activity dataset in Luna et al. (2015) as
example, a portion of the description of learning activities is shown in the Table I.
Table I Example Description of Learning Activity Dataset

Tag

Attribute

Value

Allies

A

Time_on_forum

Yes, No

1, 2

B

Total_time_assignment

Zero, Low, Medium, High

1, 2, 3, 4

C

Number_read

Zero, Low, Medium, High

1, 2, 3, 4

D

Total_time_quiz

Zero, Low, Medium, High

1, 2, 3, 4

E

Number_quiz_pass

Zero, Low, Medium, High

1, 2, 3, 4

F

Final_grade

Fail, Pass, Excellent

1, 2, 3

Given an association rule extracted out of the dataset is described as:
IF Time_on_forum = Yes AND Number_read = High
THEN Final_grade = pass
It can be encoded as in Table II:
Table II. Example of Encoded Association Rules

A
1

B
#

C
4

D
#

E
#

F
#

A
#

B
#

C
#

D
#

E
#

F
2

During the inner loop of EA (i.e., the ABC algorithm operation), the data
augmentation was realized by making up existing itemsets with non-present learning
activities, in order to produce candidate itemsets. Using NAR to augment learning activity
data is shown by the aid of an example learning activity set (Canvas Network, 2016)
containing 6 types of transactions (i.e., learning activities) in the Table III. ‘Original
Learning Activity’ is the learning activities conducted and recorded as the resources
accessed by each learner in the database. The tags for learning activities are A for forum
posting, B for video playing, C for instructional resource browsing, D for general content
browsing, E for URL clicking to subpage and F for quiz attempt. In addition, ‘Augmented
Learning activity’ illustrates both present items and their corresponding negative items
(i.e., absent learning activities).
Table III. Learning Activity Data -Positive and Negative Items

TID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Original Learning Activity
A, B, C
AE
BDEF
C
ACD
ABEF

15

Augmented Learning Activity
A, B, C, ￢D, ￢E, ￢F
A, ￢B, ￢C, ￢D, E, ￢F
￢A, B, ￢C, D, E, F
￢A,￢B, C, ￢D, ￢E, ￢F
A, ￢B, C, D, ￢E, ￢F
A, B, ￢C, ￢D, E, F
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As defined in Section 4.4, CAR-based approach is applied to identify a learner’s
learning style prior to add feature-value pairs into the vector denoting his/her personal
feature. Taking the works presented in Truong (2016) and Jeyakumar & Sreenath (2018)
as an example, learning styles that are mostly found in literature in computer-supported
learning are the Felder-Silverman learning styles including visual, verbal, active,
reflective, sensitive, intuitive and so on (Truong, 2016) . Without a quantitative survey of
learners’ learning style prior to the commencement of study, the concept from the work
(Graf, Kinshuk & Liu, 2009) was borrowed to identify learners’ learning styles by
gathering ‘hints’ in learning activities. For example, the learner has high visits on
exercises can be attributed to a hint for the active learning style; a learner tends to be
intuitive if s/he stays longer on abstract materials such as theories while a learner are
considered as more sensitive by consuming more practical contents. Therefore, hints for
the Felder-Silverman learning styles are concluded. By pre-setting thresholds to
distinguish if a student has a low, moderate, high occurrence of behaviours during the
learning period, designed formulas numeralised hints against learning styles (Graf,
Kinshuk & Liu, 2009). Thereafter, for adaptive micro open learning, an example of CAR
mining on the learning style identification can be represented as following (Jeyakumar &
Sreenath, 2018):
IF ‘Intuitive’ = [2.42, 4.77]
THEN ‘Verbal’ value = [3.23, 3.47]
Simply, this rule refers to that if a student’s value for intuitive learning style is within
the range of the score mentioned then he/she tends to be a verbal learner. It is notable that
only the antecedent can be a combination of more than one values of attribute. Because
the pedagogical concept adopted in this study does not allow the overlap of learning
styles, the consequent should be a unique class. For example, the following CAR indicates
that, if a learner’s verbal and visual styles are evaluated in a given scale then the learner
is an intuitive learner who might prefer to consume abstract and original information and
be oriented to theory (Jeyakumar & Sreenath, 2018) (Franzoni et al., 2008).
IF ‘Verbal’ = [3.23, 3.47] and ‘Visual’ = [2.82, 3.01]
THEN ‘Intuitive’ = [2.42, 4.77]
5.2 Evaluation of Results
In the semantical manner, rules discovered and newly generated from the selected
data sets conformed with the standard IF-THEN structure (Aher & Lobo, 2013). It is
notable that, in the MITx dataset many transactions bear with extremely high numbers of
‘VideoPlayed’, namely 197,757 which is the full amount of available videos in MITx.
These noisy transactions were filtered out of the EA operation. Table IV shows example
results of the operation of EA-based rule generator, which endorse satisfactory
interpretabilities.
Table IV Example Results of the Operation of EA-based Rule Generator

Scenario
No
1

Results
Minimum Support: 0.7
Minimum Confidence:0.85
Number of Iterations:>200
Best Rules found:
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2

3

4

IF LearnerType:Passive Participant AND NumberofEvents>67AND Discipline:Humanities
THEN Grade>78%
IF Observer:Yes AND Explored>=50%AND TotalTimeonQuiz:High THEN
Completed>77%
IF Discipline:SocialScience AND NumberofContent<=38 THEN Motivation:for new
career
Minimum Support: 0.5; Minimum Confidence:0.9; Number of Iterations:>200
Best Rules found:
IF NumberofDaysActive<=14 AND CourseLength<=21 THEN Completed<16%
IF Viewed>=1 AND Explored>=50% AND ForumPost>3 THEN ExpectedHoursWeek:46
IF Discipline:Business and Management AND Motivation: for Interests
ANDNumberofEvents>74THEN Grade>65
Minimum Support: 0.65; Minimum Confidence:0.75; Number of Iterations:>270
Best Rules found:
IF NumberofPlayedVideo>=212 AND NumberofChapters<=18 AND LearnerType:
Observer THEN Completed<50%
IF NumberofDayActive<=61 AND ForumPost<8 AND LevelofEducation>Bachelor’s
THENGrade>35%
Minimum Support: 0.35; Minimum Confidence:0.65; Number of Iterations:>300
Best Rules found:
IF ForumPost>4 AND NumberofEvents>67 AND Motivation: like online learning format
THEN Grade>78%
IF TotalTimeQuizz:High AND NumberofPlayedVideo>171AND NumberofForumPost<3
THEN ExpectedHoursWeek:6-8

Next, the accuracy of data refinement and augmentation was evaluated through a
cross-validation. Let L denote the set of learners, where l∈{1,2….L}. The learner l’s
o

A

R

original profile is represented in the vector Vl ∈V-O. Vl and Vl denote the augmented
A

R

feature and refined feature from a learner, respectively, and Vl ∈V-A, Vl ∈V-R. The
predicted exploration rate of learners in the HarvardX data set (Canvas Network, 2016)
were picked as the index for accuracy evaluation (Antonelli et al., 2016). This feature
appeared in the ‘viewed’ and ‘explored’ field of the dataset, with a binary value of either
0 or 1. The value of ‘viewed’ equals to 1 if the number of interactions within the course
are greater than 1, and the value of ‘explored’ equals to 1 if the learner interacted with or
viewed more than 50 percent of the course modules. The rule-based prediction was
abandoned because the refined and augmented data are produced through the rules from
the evolutionary generator. Hence, we adopted basic logic regression (LR) and linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) to predict the target exploration rate (Lee et al., 2016). The
comparison results obtained from these approaches are shown in the Figure 2-5,
respectively. The X-axis shows the gradually incremental size of the learner set while the
accuracies of prediction are represented by the Y-axis. V-O represents the learner vectors
constructed by only original data, V-R represents by refined data, V-A represents by
augmented data and V-RA depicts the learner vectors contain both augmented and refined
data. Please note the scale of X-axis is 1000 learners.
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The results from the evolutionary rule generator reveal that the refined data using
eleven features to summarize the redundant information from the high-dimensional data.
Given all curves shock in a narrow range, the size of learner sets, ranging from 5,000 to
250,000, does not affect the performance of prediction considerably.
Adopting the refined or augmented data can enhance the performance of original data
to a remarkable extent. Although there are few crossovers of the trend lines of V-R V-A
in Figure 4 and 5, the sole adoption of augmented data generally surpasses the refined
data by forecasting more accurate for both view and exploration. It can be clearly
observed that, for both approaches and target indices, the prediction generated using the
combination of refined and augmented data outperform the other three trials in accuracy.
This can prove the EA-based approach is conductive to enhance the quality of data that
are eagerly demanded in AI-empowered computation in education.
5.3 Discussion
Although data regarding time series are supposed to be paid with higher attention (Jo,
Maki & Tomar, 2018), achievable public data sources with time series solely show that,
the dwell time that learners strand on question-answering while other learning behaviours
are technically ignored. This can be attributed to that the development and application of
tracking mechanism for open online learning are still in its infancy. In recent years,
researchers gradually migrate their focus onto machine learning-based LA, which
naturally require data in both high quality and quantity. However, the ideal data sources
contain learners’ clickstream are ethically restricted to researchers other than the genuine
course providers (Brinton & Chiang, 2015) (Lan et al., 2017). Therefore, to overcome
deficiencies of readiness and availability of public data to be fed into AI-based
computational engines, this study aims to produce data in terms of association rules from
an evolutionary generator, which can better ensure the trade-off between accuracy and
interpretability. Referred to the human-crafted rules, the refined feature-value pairs
conform with the standard of expert data that are normally used to depict learners’ overall
learning activities and can better summarize the redundant information from the raw data.
Denoting each learner’s overall features as a vector (Dessi et al., 2019), the refined
and complementary features are jointly taken to profile the learner’s behaviour in a lowdimensional, descriptive and interpretable form meanwhile retaining high fidelity
compared to the high-dimensional raw data. It is worth to mention that the further
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development of AI in education which can benefit from the produced data are ranging
from classification, forecasting, regression and so on but do not include rule discovery.
This study is limited by the lack of association rules on the sequential patterns,
nevertheless. After investigating the feasibility of applying present public educational
data source, for example, data sets from the famous UCI data repository (Vahdat et al.,
2015), CMU Datashop (Koedinger et al., 2010) or the UK open university data source
(Kuzilek et al., 2015), the impact of time in the minute- or even second-granularity has
not been explored accordingly.

6 Conclusion
Researchers have shown great interests and efforts in leveraging artificial intelligence
to empower the recommendation and adaptation of learning resource delivery. We have
extended this practice into the micro open learning scenario. The construction of
recommendation mechanism of an eye-catching new learning scenario, micro open
learning, heavily relies on the association rules hidden behind learners’ behaviours in
open learning activities. In this paper we presented a new approach that utilized a nested
EA to discover, generate and make up hidden association rules. Typically exploiting a
small amount of data, EA has been applied to optimize the limited number of discovered
rules together with human-crafted rules in order to produce more derivatives through the
evolutionary process. This is the main contribution of this study. Further, the generated
rules are evaluated and those with optimal fitness are selected as benchmark for data
refinement and augmentation. This work can significantly complement the scarcity and
sparsity of data sources as well as the provision of rules, which can contribute in the
present practices of AI-empowered educational research and application.
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